My SUI-funded student assistant, Beth Gunter, is on the "Building Shepherd Committee" and I'm hoping we can incorporate extensive sustainable features in the new building. We have invited Marty Davis to campus in October to talk with students and faculty about sustainable building.

We had a tremendous Earth Day back in April (organized by Beth Gunter), and we are planning an even bigger, more inclusive Earth Day next April.

I am purchasing some books and supplies (and stockpiling donated books) for a small environmental science library in our science building. I have purchased some books for faculty, but there hasn't been the kind of interest I anticipated after I made an announcement at a faculty senate meeting. I'm going to blanket the campus with a mailing in the next few weeks to promote sustainability and to offer my assistance to colleagues. So far, I have worked with a professor teaching "health promotion" who was interested in environmental health.

My grant-funded work is progressing nicely. I won't have a finished product soon, but do have a copy of the new and improved second edition of *Environmental Issues* which came out two weeks ago.

It also looks as if whatever I write will be included in two major textbook projects that my co-author Bob McConnell and I are working on. Both are interactive texts. One is environmental geology and the other is environmental science.